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Introduction

Unfortunately, for last years the number of victims of violence in families only increases. The statistics shows, that every year in Russia almost 17 thousand children of different age become victims of violent crimes. Every year about two million children are beaten by parents, more than 10 thousand minors become invalids as a result of fulfilment against them crimes. For 10% of these children a beating comes to an end with death, and 2 thousand children finish a life suicide. More than 50 thousand children leave the house, being rescued from parents.

In Russia the cruel treatment reasons in families are established

Presence of internal aggression of parents and aggression in a society because of problems in a life.

In Russia more often reason of such aggression is the impossibility of adults, parents to earn for a normal life to itself and children. Many live not simply below the borderline, but also are in debt and are compelled to dodge, go on economic and criminal offences somehow to survive.

Original Causes of this Aggression

1. In Russia the lowest salaries, pensions and grants in the world - on the first place are available the social reasons.

According to data of the World Bank of the power of Russia give high the income per capita. But in a reality of it is not present.

2. Mental deviations at adults (a social schizophrenia) - own researches of the author when the love is expressed through aggression and mockeries. They are parents, which not loved in the childhood.

3. Alcoholic miopia - communication of aggression and the alcohol use [1].

4. Criminal manipulations of doctors, incompetent treatment of children. As result children often remain invalids and that is worse, perish. Despite it, the government of Russia destroys a speciality clinical pharmacy in Russia. Though, for today only clinical pharmacists own competent treatment and can warn many problems with cruel treatment in hospitals and reception establishments (research of the author).

5. Migration. Migrants and gastarbaiotors have increased number of crimes against children since 2007 several times.

6. Politicians name a system in Russia - Judaic feudalism. Before the holidays Jews killed christian children for sacrifice, after all belief at Jews another. These are facts in evidence. For this reason I consider, that people other belief should live separately from Russia (research of the author).

7. Patronat system (children’s homes, kindergartens, schools). At the analysis of mutual relations of teachers and parents of children so there is not enough understanding and what to speak about children who remained without care of parents? The system of teachers does not understand, that it entrusts the most expensive - children. All offers in the field of this question are perceived by teachers, as imposing. Restriction of the conscious approach to children is available. Such teachers should not have admissions to work with children. Decrease in a threshold of sensibleness of the actions should be punished by discharge from work with children. For example, in a kindergarten court yard dogs run, and the management does not accept any measures for protection of children against a possible attack of animals. For example, instead of a high-grade supper give empty macaroni, or ask, you will eat peas? If will not be, take away to itself. Children thus remain half-starved. It should be regarded, as a cruel treatment element - deprivation of a high-grade food and dangerous behaviour of the adults, able to harm the child.

For use of children as sex toys, separate exact author's diagnostics (more in detail in other publications) it is developed. Unfortunately, from patronat systems children often get to pedophiles.

Risk Factors on Aggression Increase

At chronic stress in which there live people for years from the above-named reasons, level кортизола which transformation Triptofan in a 5-scientific and technological revolution (5-gidroksitrifitopan) brakes raises, but does not influence process of transformation of a 5-scientific and technological revolution in Serotonin. For the purpose of preventive maintenance stress-induced of frustration it is more expedient to appoint a 5-scientific and technological revolution, instead of Triptofan. Thus, low bazal level Serotonin's can cause abusing alcohol, depression, impulsive and aggressive behaviour. On the other hand, the alcohol use leads to level decrease Serotonin's that is accompanied by depression and aggressive behaviour.

1. The preparations reducing level of cholesterol (Lopid, Leskol, Mevacor) and appetite (Fenfluramin, Dextfenfluramin), reduce level serotonin's and raise risk of depression, suicides, violent death rate and an alcoholism [2].

2. Alcohol can raise aggression, influencing on GAMK-SYSTEM through which the part of its psychopharmacological effects is realised. The similar mechanisms of action have sedative and sleeping medicines which also strengthen aggression. For this reason the author of article against application of many neurotrops means. Antipsychotics practically do not influence violent behaviour of the
patients marking raised aggression prior to the beginning of disease or since the childhood. It is necessary to apply new kinds of therapy.

3. High level testosteron's at persons associates with aggression and violence) [3]. Considering level decrease 5-OIUK (5-0ksiindoluxusnaja acid) in licvor at aggression, especially impulsive aggression say about possible increase in level serotonin in thrombocytes as about display of a hereditary phenomenon of strengthening of process of return capture monoamines (or decrease in their liberation) in presynaptic terminals nervous system's and in thrombocytes, that leads to insufficiency monoamines mechanisms. In clinic there is enough definition 5-OIUK in urine.

**The Psychological Reasons of Aggression**

The violence cycle - is characteristic for families which leave aggressive children where special mutual relations between members of a family practise. Children are inclined to reproduce those kinds of mutual relations which are 'practised' by their parents under the relation to each other. Children, choosing methods of finding-out of relations with brothers and sisters, copy tactics of the resolution of conflicts from parents. When children grow and marry, they use the rehearsed ways of the resolution of conflicts and, closing a cycle, transfer to their children, by means of creation of characteristic style. Similar tendencies are observed, and in the person (a spiral principle), therefore children repeat destiny of parents, as a rule. There is a psychological technique of change of destiny (the author it is successfully applied).

It is authentically established, that cruel treatment with the child in a family not only raises aggression of its behaviour in the relation with contemporaries, but also promotes development of propensity to violence at more mature age, and transforming physical aggression in vital style of the person has revealed high level of aggression in group of external quite safe senior pupils. 53% of participants of experiment have given high indicators on parametre - spontaneous aggression, and authentically low - only 9% [4].

Special danger to a society is represented by the aggression directed on other people. Bandura and Uoltere [5] name it asocial aggression and connect with actions of socially-destructive character in which result the damage of other person or to property can be caused, and these certificates should be not necessarily punishable under the law. Though, I consider that certificates of any aggression should be punishable by laws. Otherwise, they will have tendencies to repetition.

Forms - Hatred - aspiration to destruction (murder) or radical depreciation of all and all. Hatred can be expressed and in suicide, for example, when I am identified with hated object and self-destruction becomes unique way of its elimination.

Results of research of physical violence in a family showed in Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Answers of children</th>
<th>Answers of parents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isolation in a dark room</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolation «in a corner»</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beating by heavy subjects</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meal deprivation</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: In total in 2011 in Russia about 2496 minors were lost owing to application to them of physical violence.

The result of aggressive methods of education as a whole is pitiable: the suppressed person with a low self-estimation, or precisely same tyrant applying force, and to children, and to the aged parents. The aggressive behaviour of parents becomes an imitation subject for the child. Researches prove that in such families severe children often grow. Also the child has difficulties with socialisation: dialogue with contemporaries is broken, is frequent it is not capable to protect and take of itself a worthy position in their environment, grows timid, uncertain.

**Diagnostics of Aggression at Children**

1. Patological burning the skin, a skin of adults, linen, since 6 months.
2. Onichoneuros - from the moment of manufacture of inoculations - from 1.5 till 3 years.
3. Biting, blows, kicks of other children and adults - especially develops by 3 years.
4. Sexualized behaviour of children whom maintain sex.

**Diagnostics of aggression at adults**

1. Definition concentration GOMK in blood (not to confuse with GAMK).
2. Definition monoaminooxidase's A (MAOA) (Isabelle Ouellet-Morin, 2015).

The chronic lack of money - not the justification of cruel treatment with children, but GOMK is not developed in nervous system's in hipotalamus and bazal ganglius in the necessary quantities. He/she is predecessor GAMK. All metabolism of a brain and behaviour of the person, thus varies.

Poverty generates greed. All is a pity to such parents for children, for itself, for others. But such parents cannot give anything good for children.

Except brake mediator's - GOMK, If concentration endogen GOMK (Gammoxioili acid). Reads off scale, such persons have propensity to aggressive behaviour, criminal behaviour.

3. Frustration of electric activity of a brain, especially in its temporal area (a temporal epilepsy). Similar changes are characteristic for such kinds psychopathies, as asocial and boundary. There are they as a result of stimulation of infringements of electric impulses in limb at the
expense of such a substance, as Procain. Treatment of aggression of the
given type can be based on influence on concentration of the given
substance.

4. Interruption serotonergic transfers leads to the beginning of
menacing behaviour or a suicide that is shown by the raised level 5-
gidroksindolacetic acid in СМЖ. Definition 5-gidroksindolacetic acid in
urine should be included acids in diagnostics standards.

5. The people testing «thirst of adventures», are subject to
infringements of transfer of an impulse secondary genez's in
noradrenergiches system. Speed and frequency of secretion STG
(Somatotropic a hormone), correlates with aggression degree. It is
possible to define level STG.

6. Frequent impulsiveness and some aggression appear in a
consequence of the started nursery of hyperactivity. Further such
conditions can outgrow in asocial psychopatia, therefore it is necessary
to treat children’s hyperactivity (author's operating time).

Molecular Effects GOMK

Cages make GOMK by restoration sukcin semialdehyde through
enzyme sukcin semialdehyde reduceats. This enzyme is caused c-
AMF (cyclic adenozin monophosphate), therefore the substances
increasing level c-AMF, for example, Forscolin and Vinpocetin,
can increase synthesis and liberation GOMK. The neurologists, appointing
antagonists calcium channels of selective action on a brain, should
know, that they can increase aggression of patients. For this reason I do
not like these preparations to appoint (Cinnarizin, Vinpocetin and
others).

Persons with the frustration known as deficiency succinate-
polualdegiddegidrogenazy, also known as scale-oksioil aciduria, have
raised level GOMK in urine, plasma of blood and a spinal liquid. It is
known, however, that a brain allocates a considerable quantity of
receapers which are activated GOMK. Definition 5-gidroksindolacetic acid in
urine should be included acids in diagnostics standards.

Methods of Correction of Cruel Treatment of Mothers
in Relation to Children


2. Character correction - methods herbal medicine, an
aromatherapy;

3. Cruelty treatment - the preparations reducing concentration
GOMK in an organism of the woman, GAMK-THERAPY.

4. The socially-provided life is depends on the government of
Russia.

Psychopathic Aggressive People Test Sharp Deficiency
Serotonin's

In therapy of aggression at such persons wide application have
received Serotoninergic medical products. Course of treatment no
more, otherwise, can be shown than 2 months Serotonin a syndrome.

At children and teenagers is more younger 24 years Fluoxetin
(Prozak) raises risk of a suicide, therefore it is better not to appoint
them to the specified age.

Often aggressively adjusted people, have a perversity in
development or the got organic defeat of nervous system that is shown
by inability adequately to perceive internal and external irritations. In
such cases wide application was received by psychostimulators. Them
concern and adaptogens. Only this group of preparations cannot be
applied at drinking persons as they increase aggression. To children
without propensity to an epilepsy - approach adaptogens.

Adaptogens + alcohol = the forbidden combination!

When aggression in behaviour is accompanied epileptic by
deviations on EEG (a temporal epilepsy), and also there are
corresponding anamnez data, in treatment use against convulsive
means - carbamazepine which brakes aggression attacks, suicide
thoughts, and also helps to support the control over itself. In most
means the carbamazepine combination (Finlepsin) and lithium is well
transferred, but at patients of group of risk (with signs neurotoxic
effects) is possible symptoms neurotoxic even against average
concentration of preparations in blood.

At emotional instability to aggressive behaviour apply lithium
preparations. But the laboratory for lithium definition that complicates
the control over therapy is necessary Pharmacokinetic.

The author of article offers other schemes of effective and safe
treatment of aggression:

The New Scheme of Treatment of Aggression

Glycine on 2 tablets under language the adult, on 1 tablet - to
children till 12 years.

Is a metabolism regulator, normalises and activates processes of
protective braking in nervous systems, reduces a psychoemotional
pressure, raises intellectual working capacity. Possesses glycine - GaBa-
ergicheskim, the alpha-adrenoblockers, antioxidant, antitoxic action,
regulates activity glutamate (NMDA) receptors, therefore reduces aggression, a conflictness, raises social adaptation.

2. Gelarium - a phytopreparation-energizer, it is better to apply for the night. Does not cause by-effects Prosak's. Reception since 12 years on 1 dragee for the night.

Treatment should steal up only individually and only on internal consultation at the skilled doctor-psychotherapist after careful diagnostics of a condition of the person. And it already level of the personalised Clinical Pharmacy.

Problems demographic and cruel treatment in families it is necessary to solve.

By means of abortions doctors and possible parents of not born children kill healthy fruits. For thus born children with pathologies is left to suffer, search money for operations to go abroad.

I consider, that screening of fruits, since that term is necessary, when anomalies become visible to offer operations on fruits, or aborting. Thus pawnning in Ministry of Health expenses on article - operations and treatment of the sick children, obviously sick children. The future parent it is necessary to pass genetic examination to a two to exclude a birth of children with hereditary illnesses. This such torture for children. It to see awful. Better preventive illnesses.

To those women who does abortions doctors and possible parents of not born children kill healthy fruits. For thus born children with pathologies is left to suffer, search money for operations to go abroad.

To transfer children it is possible

1. To grandmothers, relatives, but not in children's homes and reception families. Other nations do not give children, even, invalids, somewhere into strange hands. It is time to Russian to show too relationship in these questions.

2. The state needs to solve questions of maintenance of Russian families and children a worthy life and financing of this worthy life. Only Russian badly live in Russia. It is a problem global, the state scale. She should be solved urgently.

Grants should be on children till 3 years. Salaries in Russia for Russian should differ from salaries of officials and oligarchs favourably. Then there will be no negative demographic situation that has developed in Russia. Russian have ceased to give birth. There are no possibilities to bring up children and to give them the high-grade childhood. The parent capital - a measure is bad-working on prospect. It not money, and a sneer. Somewhere to survive, mums are compelled to give children from 1.5 years to a doubtful private day nursery where they can be lost. The sense of gains of prolongation of a maternity leave till 3 years is lost. Grants it is necessary to pay decent that mums could not work before achievement by the child of 3 years. The grant should be allocated for mum with the child (needs of mother and the child), instead of survive, as you want.

3. It is necessary to give out money to approximate families where children are desired, favourite, protected where of them care not for the sake of money though, money too is necessary. Spirituality should be brought up! It's initially.

The state has made the big error, stimulating birth rate in any family (drinking and having other defects) or lonely mother. These categories cannot give high-grade education to the children. Children of such parents dangle in streets, about shops, dustbins, in parks where can become easy extraction of pedophiles.

4. It is necessary to revive at schools of group of the prolonged day that children were transferred to hands to parents, instead of dangled without supervision of adults on streets.

In group of the prolonged day there is a possibility to learn lessons, to check up them, to have dinner, a sleep, take a walk, descend on an exhibition, at cinema, in theatre. And all it under supervision of teachers.

5. It is necessary to spend the bill providing that children till 14 years were always under supervision of adult persons (mother, the father, the grandfather, the aunt, the uncle, the social teacher or the school psychologist).

6. It is necessary introduction Uvenal of Court. The Uniform Psychiatric Tribunal is necessary, to the commission for children, consisting of Clinical Pharmacists, doctors, psychologists, psychiatrists to solve these problems. To trust it only to lawyers it is impossible, they do not know subtleties of trades of the physician and the pharmacist but only doctors cannot objectively judge all questions, and cover the colleagues is more often.

In jurisprudence it is necessary to make answerable for severe behaviour before aggressive individuals will commit a crime, instead of to wait for a new wave of aggression on the accruing. Including, and for secret severe behaviour in relation to other people. In eyes smile, and for eyes - stipulate, slander, break destiny. Bills it is possible and it is necessary to develop (there are operating time).

In 2011 Russia has cleaned all offices of UNICEF, motivating it that Russia itself can protect interests of children.

In the end of 2012 Russia and UNICEF have passed under pressure the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Russia to other level of relations. What is? «Partner ». If Russia so roads our children, and UNICEF only under a mask of protection of children preaches one-sexual marriages and does not eradicate discrimination of children in Russia, our children are exposed in families and in a society to psychological and sexual violence what for Russia allocates national money for UNICEF programs? Allocates national money from means taxes to pays. Thus only Russia has no program of protection of children. In words "protects" the rights of children in the form of Patriarchs shouting about it, for example, and the All-Russian Fund of mothers having many children only in words, and have in practice expelled from the country and have curtailed the program protection of children only because the UNICEF suggested to enter court that children could address there for protection of the rights into Russia Uvenal. The made decisions in the form of documents UNICEF a flinch. The court is obliged to protect the rights of children which houses force. But by it do not allow it to do. Leaves, what to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
Russia, it is not necessary to patriarchs, that children took out rubbish from a log hut? To understand with the psychologist, the Clinical Pharmacist, the doctor, that it for violence mum on buttock has knocked a child, really, force also it is necessary to withdraw from a family, is possible and it is necessary!

Patriarchs many is pedophiles. It is clear. But the State in the name of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Russia and mothers having many children? Or them have misled? Whether not too easily them to mislead? And why Astakhov here does not interfere? Or it is territory not interventions?

7. It is possible and is necessary to train judges for work with children, it is possible to open legal profession for children that they protected our children at all levels, and not just in court.

8. To develop the program it is possible quickly and to accept it to performance.

Representatives by the rights of children, departments of guardianship do not protect children, and work in the old manner. They often copy actions of private service of protection of children which exists in Norway and Finland where lonely mentally sick individuals for whom aim work - any ways on far-fetched motives to select children from native families and to place them to another’s people. That they have grown in the same families? That they carry out any political order. What for to separate native blood? What is for it? That the child did not know the genealogical a tree and they have not been adhered to native, as well as?

9. Function of services of Representatives by the rights of the child should begin - to help parents how correctly to bring up children, to help with difficult vital situations, to protect the right of children to the healthy childhood (the life without violence and infection with viruses and bacillus in the form of inoculations) instead of to be engaged in "witch-hunt".

The exit alternative is the help to a family, instead of collecting. Collecting of the child can be only in unusual cases. The narcotism is treated if to treat competently, instead of as in Russia.

The problem of therapy of aggressive conditions is still far from the definitive decision. But the decision of this question, will throw light on the decision of a problem of the nature of human aggression.
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